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REGIONAL LINEAR CROSS-STRIKE DISCONTINUITIES IN THE WESTERN 
APFIRODITE HIGIII,ANDS, VENUS; L,. S.  Crumpler and J. W. Head, Dept. Geological Sciences, 
Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912, and D. B. Campbell, NAIC Arecibo Observatory, Arecibo, PR 
00612. 

Recent altimetry profiling along the equator (-3O to +6O) by Arecibo Earth-based radar [ I ]  has provided local high- 
resolution data (-10 km along profile) that help to characterize topographic trends detected in the lower-resolution 
Pioneer-Venus data.  Here we analyze the regional structure of the western Aphrodite highlands using these two com- 
plementary data sets, and characterize the nature of a series of regional linear discontinuities cutting across the 
topographic trend of Aphrodite Terra [2] .  

Pioneer-Venus radar experiment data sets (altimetry, surface roughness, reflectivity, and imaging) [ 3 , 4 ]  were used 
to study a topographically distinctive portion of western Aphrodite Terra (Ovda Regio and Thetis Regio) between lon- 
gitudes 60°E and 1 5 0 ° ~  (Pig. 1) .  Major linear trends in the topography and imaging data were identified and mapped. 
Criterion for the identification of linear features include: 1) aligned individual topographic features (hills), 2) long linear 
ridges and troughs, 3) linear discontinuities in elevation (scarps), 4) steep linear radar backscatter gradients in images, 
and 5') linear boundaries in maps of radar properties of surface materials (RMS slope and reflectivity) [4] .  Figure 1 shows 
the location of the major linear features detected. Arecibo altimetry profiles were then assembled from several equatorial 
range-Doppler radar traverses (Fig. 2) .  High-resolution Arecibo altimetry profiles (Fig. 2) were used to characterize the 
detailed topographic nature of the cross-strike discontinuities detected in the Pioneer-Venus data,  ant1 to determine the 
continuity of their characteristics between altimetry profiles. 

The western Aphrodite highlands (Ovda and Thetis Regiones) are characterized by a series of regional linear discon- 
tinuities that cut across the approximately equatorial strike of Aphrodite Terra at  a high angle (Fig. 1 ) .  The discon- 
tinuities are in excess of 2000-4000 km in length, are parallel to each other and trend in a N20-22OW direction, and are 
separated by distances ranging from 200-800 km. These discontinuities segment western Aphrodite into several long 
400-500 km wide plateau-like domains whose long axis is parallel to the discontinuities. This configuration is responsible 
for the general rhombic or orthogonal shape of Aphrodite as a whole, and suggests that the discontinuities are linked to 
the origin of the highlands in general. The predominant topographic character of the linear discontinuities varies along 
strike. Jn the lowlands adjacent to Ovda and Thetis Regiones, the discontinuities are often characterized by regional 
changes in topography of 200-400 m from one side of the discontinuity to another. These topographic changes are 
generally less distinct away from Aphrodite (distally) as  the linear features traverse across the lowlands and then disap- 
pear ,  and most distinct toward the highlands. At the edge of the highland plateau, the discontinuities are often marked 
by a linear offset of the topographic edge of the plateau of 100 to 1000 km in a direction parallel to the linear feature, 
producing a sinuous or zig-zag pattern to  the plateau boundary. 

Iligh-resolution Arecibo profiles, which generally parallel the topographic strike of western Aphrodite and are at high 
angles to the linear discontinuities (Fig. 2 ) ,  show that the discontinuities are characterized in detail by: 1) major consis- 
tent rises or drops in topography across the discontinuity of several hundred meters to two km, over a lateral distance of 
less than 200 km,  2) a narrow trough (less than 100-200 km wide) and several hundred meters deep, commonly marking 
the location of the discontinuity, 3) narrow peaks along the edge of the trough often rising several hundred meters above 
the adjacent datu,m, and 4) a generally systematic rise or fall of topography between discontinuities (Fig. 1 ,  2) .  Com- 
parison of detailed characteristics along the strike of linear features where they are intersected by two adjacent and parallel 
Arecibo profiles show- that: 1 )  the central trough is a basic part of the linear feature, 2) the localized highs at  the edge of 
the troughs are comtnon, and 3)  a common topographic trend in tlomains between cross-strike discontinuities is one of 
increasing elevation from west to east and abrupt decreases at  the discontinuity at the eastern edge of the domain. 

Possible origins for large-scale linear cross-strike discontinuities include: 1 )  fractures or joint patterns representing 
some sort of background structure or planetary-scale grid, 2) extensional fault troughs or  graben, 3) radial structure 
associated with impact basins, 4) fracture zones analogous to those found in terrestrial ocean basins, and 5)  strike-slip 
faults or shear zonc. On the basis of their characteristics, as  outlined above, the linear cross-strike discontinuities are 
interpreted to be of tectonic origin, and they share many of the characteristics of terrestrial oceanic fracture zones (par- 
ticularly length and parallelism), and strike-slip fault zones. In either case, they represent evidence for large-scale lateral 
tectonic movement on Venus. If the linear discontinuities represent strike-slip movement, then there is evidence for a 
series of right-lateral en echelon offsets, each of several hundred kilometers. If the discontinuities represent fracture 
zones, and associated transform faults and crustal spreading, then the gcneral distribution and characteristics suggest 
terrestrial-like divergent plate boundary processes, and large-scale lateral movement. 

References: [ I ]  Campbell et al . ,  1984, LPSC XV, 121-122. [2] Crumpler et a l . ,  1987, LPSC 
XVIII, this volume. [3]  Pettengill et al. ,  1980, JGR, 85, 8261. [4] Head et al . ,  1985, JGR, 90, 
6873. 
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Fig. 2. PV SAR image and Arecibo altimetry profiles across three discontinuities. Blunt arrows on 
margins of SAR image indlcate trend of CSJI. 1,ong arrows l r i  SAR image and Arecibo profile indi- 
cate intersection of CSD and altimetry track. Note trough-like aspect of CSD 6 .  
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